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Thanksgiving Stories for Kids + Thanksgiving Jokes!Read these fun Thanksgiving stories for

kids from the best-selling author, Arnie Lightning! These Thanksgiving short stories are quick

and easy to read and enjoy. Each story has a special lesson and gives a reason to show

thanks. The Thanksgiving jokes are fun too. You and your children will enjoy this amazing kids

Thanksgiving book!This book is especially great for traveling, waiting rooms, and reading aloud

at home.3,000+ wordsFun Thanksgiving stories for kidsPerfect for early and beginner

readersALSO INLCLUDED! ==> Thanksgiving Jokes for Kids!Fun Thanksgiving Stories +

Thanksgiving JokesKids and children can practice their reading skills and enjoy a few great

Thanksgiving stories all at once! These cute and fun short stories about Thanksgiving will give

your child plenty of entertainment!Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie LightningArnie

Lightning is a best-selling children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work

to create a positive impact in the lives of others through children's books. Learning morals,

lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this. By providing a

comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity!Scroll up and click

'buy' and have a Happy Thanksgiving!
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Don Kidwell, “Heartfelt Thanksgiving Tales That Hit the Mark Like a Big Slice of Pumpkin Pie!

(or cherry or mincmeat or meringue or...). With a title like "Uncle Dave is a Weirdo" I just had to

start out by reading this number first (which was easily done since handy links provided from

the table of contents took you to any of the 5 titles or jokes in any order you choose). Story in

some ways reminds me of my own special friends and family members whom while different

than us have a good heart, and as the protagonist of this short tale states so aptly (and of

which I wholly agree) "I was thankful that Uncle Dave was weird. I would hate it if everybody

were all the same. That would be super boring." Continuing to bounce around, next up for me I

read "The Wishbone" which was a cute tale of how the oldest and the youngest line up come

Turkey Day to pull on the wishbone and make a wish. I continued cruising through the jokes

and the remaining 3 stories including "Best Thanksgiving Ever" , "One Big Happy Family" and

"Turkey Day" and before I knew it I had completed it all and found it left me "stuffed" with a
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warm feeling. Very good book and I would recommend!From this Thanksgiving to

Christmastime I will only be reviewing Holiday books for your reading pleasure before

drastically scaling back my reviews, so until such a time have a very, Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year!”

Jbarr5, “Thanksgiving kids stories. Thanksgiving Stories: Fun Thanksgiving stories for kids by

Arnie LightningStarts out with offer of free gift and table of contents.Cute stories about the

holiday. Some are real funny.Thanksgiving jokes are also included at the end. Other works by

the author are highlighted at the end.Author bio included.”

Writer-7$$, “Some great Thanksgiving stories and Jokes just in time for the season!. I enjoyed

these stories of Thanksgiving and am sure that all these very young people also will enjoy this

ebook with stories and jokes just for kids. So, for this reason I am giving it five stars!And I

recommend it for the very young kids and up through grade school especially them. I received

this ebook for free and here is my honest review on return.  Super job Arnie!  By Angela”

S M Boren, “Cute read for kids. Funny stories”

Corey F, “fun. fun for the kids”

Serenity..., “~~Help those in need~~. This book has five stories in it and is written for ages 4 -

12 and P - 6. The first one is called "The Best Thanksgiving Ever" and one disaster occurs

after another. You see, Dad is trying to deep fry the turkey in the back yard. Just imagine this

scenario and all of the bad things that happen! I had to laugh at the series of bad things that

occurred. Sometimes in life, events happen in a chain reaction and this is certainly one of

those times.The one I liked the best is "Thankful for Many Things". This is just such a nice

touch on being thankful all the way around. And, putting those feelings into action by going to

the homeless shelter and helping feed those in need. Sharing with those that don't have as

much as you do is a wonderful message on Thanksgiving Day. To paraphrase the author, we

are one big family.Be thankful, help others, focus on what you have - family, housing, food.

Happy Thanksgiving!Most highly recommended.”

The book by Arnie Lightning has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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